
Valentine’s day: 4 tips to boost
your sales

MINI-KILIGUIDE



Hello there! 
 

Do you feel that money love is in the air?  
 

Valentine’s day is coming real soon, so we do hope
that you are ready to be surrounded by the feeling

of love! 
 

Did you know it? Valentine’s day was the second
most important holiday for e-retailers in 2019. 

 
Following that, it would be a pity to not make the

most of it, right? This is the reason why Kiliba offers
you its best advices to take advantage of this

holiday! 
 
 

Enjoy! 
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https://www.kiliba.com/blog/saint-valentin
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1 Declare
your love 



When you finally admit your love to your partner, you want them to
feel special. This is the same for your contacts! Thus, sending them
customised communication appears to be the best way to make

them feel special. 
 

Furthermore, 52% of French favour online shopping for Valentine’s
day, which means a huge pool of sales.  

 

Thus, you will email them
with the consulted goods.

 
You have to send the right
recommendations to the

right person to make them
efficient. 

How? Will you ask us: it is actually
quite simple! You have to analyse

your customer base to divide them
into sections that have an interest

for this holiday. You can easily
guess it if, all of sudden, masculine
profiles check feminine goods as
soon as this holiday approaches

(and vice-versa of course!).. 

Obviously, to enhance the effectiveness of your
communication, you have to send them at the right

time. It is not an easy task, that is true… 
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The sent emails are
composed of three of your
bestsellers and three top

visits, only to the people of
your base that are truly

interested in.
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This is why Kiliba Valentine’s day
workflow does exist!

This workflow strategically
emails your base twice prior
to February 14th, to assure
you outstanding sales at
this time. 

The second email reaches
only your contacts that

have not purchased
following the first email. 

So why not save time and
contact one of our

experts here.

https://www.kiliba.com/demande-demo?utm_canal=Leadgen&utm_campaign=Saint-Valentin
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2 Seduce your  
contacts



Why should you not go further with
the customisation of your emails by
putting wonderful pickup lines? 
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You look a lot like my next
boyfriend/girlfriend 

Does it hurt…
when you fell from
heaven?

Do you believe in love at
first sight or do I have to
come back? 

Was your father a thief?
Because he stole all the
stars to put them in
your eyes. 

Do you have a map? 
I  just got lost in your
eyes.

This selection is obviously not exhaustive (but contains our favourite
pickup lines!). You can choose others, but it can be clever to play on
the kitschy and excessive side of this holiday. It's a good idea to put

them in the subject line or opening sentence of your emails if you
want to make them a bit funnier. 
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3 Love is
beautiful
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Now that you plan to send the
right emails to the right people

at the most effective time,
why not do a makeover (after

all, appearance is a part of
seduction, right?).

Indeed, you can use the
colours scheme of this

particular holiday for your
website and social

platforms. 
 

So feel free to use lots of
red, pink and white
whenever you can!

You do not want to change your
graphic design? No problem! Only using
the lexical field of love and passion is
enough to show your dedication! 
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Here are few examples of companies
that have changed their
communication for this holiday: 



For your social platforms, you can check templates
on Pinterest, a real goldmine for inspiration! 

Here is Kiliba’s selection: 
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Otherwise you can get inspired by what we will
do and only changing your logo:

https://www.pinterest.fr/search/pins/?q=valentine%27s%20day%20social%20template&rs=typed
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4 Bring out the
best in you



It is also possible to offer
gifts if the total order

exceeds a certain amount.
 

In general, all these actions
keep your e-commerce shop

dynamic after the holiday
season. 
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If you sell products that can be offered on Valentine's
Day, don't hesitate to offer discounts. There are two
recurrent and effective discounts:

Was your email and makeover not
enough? Why not go all out and offer
specific Valentine's Day discount?  

The reduction in delivery costs:
this helps to improve your
conversion rates.
The temporality of your offer:
the shorter the time of your
discount, the more it will create
a sense of emergency in the
mind of your customer who will
be much more likely to buy!

Furthermore, you can offer entire collections at
reduced prices on your e-commerce site. 

This way, your visitors (even single ones!) will be able
to treat themselves, which can help your loyalty

process.
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Increasing your sales
Winning your customers’ loyalty
Enhancing your opening rates

At Kiliba, we have decided to build the first 100% automated
marketing email solution to support you in:

Kiliba offers you 22 automated email scenarios in 5 different
languages. With the use of artificial intelligence we can
customise emails depending on the behaviour of each customer
and send them at the right time. 

All this thanks to our package which takes less than 3 mins to 
set-up! Declared too easy for marketers.

Kiliba, what is that?   



https://www.facebook.com/KilibaMarketingAutomation/
https://www.instagram.com/kiliba_marketingautomation/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/kiliba
https://www.tiktok.com/@kilibaofficiel
https://www.youtube.com/@kiliba2901

